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Abstract. In earlier work it has been shown that finite state CTL model
checking of reactive systems can be achieved by a relatively simple interpreter written in tabled logic programming. This approach is flexible
in the sense that various specification formalisms can be easily targeted
(e.g., Petri nets, CSP, ...). Moreover, infinite state CTL model checking
can be performed by analysing this interpreter using a combination of
partial deduction and abstract interpretation. It has also been shown
that this approach is powerful enough to decide coverability properties
of various kinds of Petri nets.
In this ongoing work, we are empirically evaluating these approaches
on various case studies of finite, parameterised and infinite systems. For
finite state systems, we show how our approach and tool compares to
standard tools for finite state model checking For parameterised or infinite state model checking, we are comparing our results with, e.g., XMC,
Hytech.
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Introduction

Recently there has been a lot of interest in applying logic programming techniques to model checking. Table-based logic programming and set-based analysis can be used as an efficient means of performing explicit model checking [RRR+ 97][CP98]. Due to the built-in support of logic programming for nondeterminism and unification, its also has a high potential both as a specification
language and a language to build verification prototypes. If the system to verify
is finite state, tabled logic programming environment can be used to automatically do the model-checking.
However, finite state model checking is sometimes not sufficient, since most
software cannot be modelled directly by a finite state system. Moreover, distributed algorithms often have an unbounded number of instances. For these
reasons, there has recently been considerable interest in parameterised and infinite model checking.

CTL Model Checking using Tabulation
A tabled logic programming systems such as XSB [SSW94] provides very efficient
datastructures and algorithms to tabulate calls, i.e., it remembers which calls
it has already encountered. This not only improves efficiency by avoiding the
recomputation of already computed results, it also enables one to write logic
programs in a more declarative style than using a “classical” Prolog system.
As was realised in [RRR+ 97] this enables one to use XSB as a basis to
write very efficient model checkers, with relatively little effort. This has lead
to the development of the XMC model checking system, whose performance is
comparable to that of SPIN (at least for certain examples).
We have shown in [LM99] that, through a translation of CTL [EE81] into mucalculus [Koz83] formulae using least and greatest fixpoints and into a further
translation of the greatest fixpoints into least one’s, the whole of CTL can be
encoded as a relatively simple tabled logic program. Contrary to [RRR+ 97] our
aim was not maximum efficiency, but writing a provably correct interpreter that
can be fed into existing tools for the analysis and optimisation of logic programs. 1
One of the motivations is to use these analysis tools to perform infinite state
model checking, as detailed below. Also, our CTL interpreter is independent of
any underlying formalism. It only supposes that the successors of a state s can
be computed (through a predicate trans) and that the elementary proposition
of any state s can be determined (through a predicate prop). The interpreter can
thus be easily applied to many formalisms, by providing appropriate encodings of
trans and prop. An implementation of CTL as a (tabled) XSB Prolog program
is given in Figure 1.
In this work, we examine to what extent this very simple CTL interpreter
can be used on its own for finite state model checking. Our first experiments
seem to show that the efficiency is surprsingly good, for such a simple system.
For example, we managed to verify the mutual exclusion of the Reader-Writer
example ([ABC+ 95] resp. p154 and p.17) given by the Petri net (with an inhibitor
arc) in Figure 2. This example models a system with K processes (tokens initially
in place P1) which may request to read or write some file. To verify mutual
exclusion properties we can simply run our CTL interpreter together with the
encoding in Figure 3 (with K being instantiated various concrete values) in XSBProlog.
The Figure 4 contains preliminary results for this example as well as two other
examples: a Central Server Model (CSM) and a Flexible Manufacturing System
(FMS) [CM97]. xtl refers to our CTL interpreter running on XSB-Prolog 2.4.
For the experiments we used a Macintosh Powerbook G3 with 320MB of RAM,
running at 300Mhz using OS X 10.1.2. Compared to other timings published in
the literature, our tools perform quite well, especially since they have not been
designed with efficiency in mind.
We also did a few preliminary tests using the logen partial evaluation system
[JL96,LJ99] to specialise xtl for the particular system and formula at hand.
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These tools work best on declarative programs, and hence the full XMC system is
probably not as amenable to analysis and optimisation by most existing tools.

/* A Model Checker for CTL fomulas written for XSB-Prolog */
:- table sat/2.
sat(_E,true).
sat(_E,false) :- fail.
sat(E,p(P)) :- prop(E,P). /* elementary proposition */
sat(E,and(F,G)) :- sat(E,F), sat(E,G).
sat(E,or(F,_G)) :- sat(E,F).
sat(E,or(_F,G)) :- sat(E,G).
sat(E,not(F)) :- tnot(sat(E,F)).
sat(E,en(F)) :- trans(_Act,E,E2),sat(E2,F). /* exists next */
sat(E,an(F)) :- tnot(sat(E,en(not(F)))). /* always next */
sat(E,eu(F,G)) :- sat_eu(E,F,G). /* exists until */
sat(E,au(F,G)) :- sat(E,not(eu(not(G),and(not(F),not(G))))),
sat_noteg(E,not(G)). /* always until */
sat(E,ef(F)) :- sat(E,eu(true,F)). /* exists future */
sat(E,af(F)) :- sat_noteg(E,not(F)). /* always future */
sat(E,eg(F)) :- tnot(sat_noteg(E,F)). /* exists global */
/* we want gfp -> negate lfp of negation */
sat(E,ag(F)) :- sat(E,not(ef(not(F)))). /* always global */
:- table sat_eu/3. /* tabulation to compute least-fixed point using XSB */
/* exists until */
sat_eu(E,_F,G) :- sat(E,G).
sat_eu(E,F,G) :- sat(E,F), trans(_Act,E,E2), sat_eu(E2,F,G).
:- table sat_noteg/2. /* tabulation to compute least-fixed point */
sat_noteg(E,F) :- sat(E,not(F)).
sat_noteg(E,F) :- findall(E2,trans(_A,E,E2),Succs), sat_noteg2(Succs,F).
sat_noteg2([],_).
sat_noteg2([S1|T],F) :- sat_noteg(S1,F), sat_noteg2(T,F).
Fig. 1. CTL interpreter

E.g., for the CSM case study this improves the runtime from 0.40 s to 0.28 s
for 8 processes, from 1.64 to 1.05 s for 12 processes and from 4.55 to 4.53 for
16 processes. We will discuss the effect of specialisation in more detail at the
workshop. We also plan to present a full empirical study on more case studies
and comparing with other existing systems (all running on the same machine).
For example, further experiments of finite state model checking will be done
using a simplified CSP interpreter based upon [Leu01] and the results will be
compared to fdr [Ros99,For].2
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The interpreter of [Leu01] has to be simplified (no complicated synchronisations will
be allowed) so that the use of co-routining is prevented, which is not supported by
XSB.

Infinite state model-checking
The method presented above, will not work for infinite state or parameterised
model-checking, as during the execution of the CTL interpreter infinitely many
different call patterns will arise. To (partially) solve this undecidable problem,
we have used existing techniques for the automatic control of logic program
specialisation [Leu99].
Now, an important question when attempting infinite state model checking in
practice is: How can one automatically obtain an abstraction which is finite, but
still as precise as required? A partial solution to this problem can be obtained by
using existing techniques for the automatic control of logic program specialisation
[Leu99]. First successful steps in that direction have been taken in [GL99,LM99],
using the tools logen [JL96,LJ99] and ecce [LDS96,LMDS98].
[LL00b] gave a first formal answer about the power of the approach and
showed that when we encode ordinary Petri nets as logic programs and use
existing program specialisation algorithms, we can decide the so-called “coverability problems” (which encompass quasi-liveness, boundedness, determinism,
regularity,...). This was achieved by showing that the Petri net algorithms by
Karp–Miller [KM69] and Finkel [Fin93], which proceed forward, can be exactly
mimicked. In [LL00a] we discuss how partial deduction can mimic backward
algorithms as well. We prove that the backward algorithms scheme defined in
[AČJT96,FS98,FS99] to solve the coverability problem of Well Founded Transition Systems as e.g. reset Petri nets, can also be mimicked by our environment.
The question we want to answer in this work is the practical performance
of this approach. We have already applied our tools to the earlier mentioned
parametric examples: a Central Server Model (CSM), a Reader-Writer model and
a Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS). However, this time we have proven the
safety of these models for any value of the parameter, and we have done so fully
automatically. As can be seen in Figure 4 (in the ecce column) these timings
are again quite good, especially for a system that has initially been developed for
another purpose. One can also see that already for relatively small values of the
parameter, infinite state model checking is more efficient than the (incomplete)
finite state model checking.
Also note that we managed to apply it to an example (Reader-Writer) with
an inhibitor arc, for which Karp–Miller [KM69] and Finkel [Fin93] are not applicable. Indeed, the advantage of our approach is that it is always applicable,
as long as we can provide a suitable logic programming encoding (however, we
will not always obtain a decision procedure).
At the workshop we plan to compare our tools (on more examples) with, e.g.,
XMC and Hytech [HH95].
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Fig. 2. Petri net of a Reader-Writer system with K processes

trans(t1,[s(X1),X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7],[X1,s(X2),X3,X4,X5,X6,X7]).
trans(t2,[X1,s(X2),X3,X4,X5,X6,X7],[X1,X2,s(X3),X4,X5,X6,X7]).
trans(t3,[X1,s(X2),X3,X4,X5,X6,X7],[X1,X2,X3,s(X4),X5,X6,X7]).
trans(t4,[X1,X2,s(X3),X4,s(X5),X6,X7],[X1,X2,X3,X4,s(X5),s(X6),X7]).
trans(t5,[X1,X2,X3,s(X4),s(X5),0,X7],[X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,0,s(X7)]).
trans(t6,[X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,s(X6),X7],[s(X1),X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7]).
trans(t7,[X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,s(X7)],[s(X1),X2,X3,X4,s(X5),X6,X7]).
Fig. 3. Petri net example encode in logic programming

Case Study Parameter Value
xtl ecce
CSM
2
0.01 s
4
0.05 s
6
0.20 s
8
0.40 s
12
1.64 s
16
4.55 s
32
55.03 s
∞
- 4.44 s
FMS
1
0.03 s
2
1.25 s
3
71.69 s
∞
- 55.10 s
Reader-Writer
2
0.00 s
4
0.01 s
6
0.04 s
8
0.10 s
12
0.49 s
16
1.67 s
32
55.96 s
∞
- 1.49 s
Fig. 4. Preliminary results of our verification experiments

